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Abstract:

This research paper aims to shed light on the vulnerability of India’s internal migrants in terms of their mobility, gender and mental health. In addition, it critically analyses the limitations of public policy in addressing migrants and suggests recommendations for the way ahead. The rapid spread of the pandemic caught countries across the world off guard, resulting in widespread lockdowns that clamped down on mobility, commercial activities and social interactions. In India, the pandemic precipitated a severe ‘crisis of mobility’, with migrant labourers in many major cities seeking to return to their hometowns. Their desperate attempts to return home by any means available rendered the lockdown ineffective in several areas, prompting clashes with authorities, last-minute policy relief and, eventually, the arrangement of transport measures.
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Introduction

This impact of COVID-19 pandemic on migration. The rapid spread of the pandemic caught countries across the world off guard, resulting in widespread lockdowns that clamped down on mobility, commercial activities and social interactions. In India, the pandemic precipitated a severe ‘crisis of mobility’, with migrant labourers in many major cities seeking to return to their hometowns. Their desperate attempts to return home by any means available rendered the lockdown ineffective in several areas, prompting clashes with authorities, last-minute policy relief and, eventually, the arrangement of
transport measures. This paper aims to shed light on the vulnerability of India’s internal migrants in terms of their mobility, gender and mental health. In addition, it critically analyses the limitations of public policy in addressing migrants and suggests recommendations for the way ahead.

**Statement of the Problem online seminar**

The Project tries to examine fundamentally how India has financed its “Manageable Strategies for Transforming India: The Way of Forwardness” (MSTI) already, how it is correct currently financing its procedures and how it will move its Transforming in not so removed future ignoring by a critical interval of time designs. Such an assessment is crucial given that India wishes to seek after Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and to change itself by 2030; by then it needs to pursue of 'Efficient Developmental Strategies', considering the way that by 2030 more than its 60% populace will stay in the beneath neediness line. Satisfaction of objective of 'Sensible Strategies Transforming India' certainly requires acceptable Transforming Strategies systems. The standard disclosures of the class recommend that India has been changing its New Strategies logically in unreasonable manner and passing by present game plans and plans; apparently it will continue doing as such in future. With impractical Transforming frameworks India will not presumably achieve objective of 'Sensible Strategies Transforming India' and thusly not have the ability to achieve SDGs. There is a sincere prerequisite for course cure (allotment of cash related keep up capacity frameworks) and suitably so in the end this class changing procedures methods for achieving Sustainable Development.

**Objectives / Research Question of seminar**

- To examine the The Migration Struggles, Success and Expansion of Food Grains in India.
- To evaluate the development of framework for the migration Struggles in India under Covid-19
- To examine the adjustments in innovation model for arranging, executing and estimating of Food Grains Under Covid-19 in India
- The mindfulness and perspectives towards practices of "Systems for Rural Transforming India".

**Themes of the Seminar**

- The Migration Struggles, Success and Expansion of Food Grains in India.
- Framework for the migration & its Struggles in India
- To examine the adjustments of Food Grains in India under Covid-19
- Adjustments in innovation model for arranging, executing and estimating of Food Grains Under Covid-19 in India
Sub-Themes of the Seminar

- Implementation of migrants crises
- Sustainable development of Covid-19
- Food Grains in India
- Struggles in India under Covid-19
- Innovation Ideas of Covid -19

Scope and Methodology of the Online Seminar

The class is multi overlay in its tendency as it expects to contemplate the financial foundation of the provincial improvement having a place with rustic India and metropolitan India and it survey the effect of formative projects on the personal satisfaction of Indians and the workshop further breaks down the Transformation through formative projects that have been executed. The class further investigates the current holes that win in the apparent and expected for Rural Transforming. In this way the investigation has more extensive form to explore inside the characterized boundaries.

Anticipated Outcomes, and Proposed Outputs from the Online Seminar

1. An outline of information based economy is made to set the target of the course.
2. Elaborately surveys the current writing applicable for our workshop for more profound comprehension for Rural Transforming.
3. Concept of information and information based economy is made new changing India.
4. Penetration of information in the Indian economy and subsequently her expanded worldwide seriousness with the improvement of instruction and human asset in the information time is talked about in this course.
5. The crucial job of administration area in information based economy can't be valued without appropriate comprehension of interconnection among IT and administration area.
6. Economic request and advancement plausibility without embellishment might be expressed to lie in incorporating the India
7. The development of businesses and study the effect of information on the creation, efficiency and promoting and furthermore on generally speaking work situation. Information upset has opened up roads of viable and more extensive utilization of human resources.

CONCLUSION:

After the WHO declaration of the COVID-19 pandemic, the current study investigated the advantages of the move towards e-learning and online evaluation which is a promising strategy with great educational potential. In terms of student and staff happiness, achievement and enhancement of technical education skills, this effective digital learning environment was noted.
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